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 One of a plethora of civilian spacecraft designs produced beginning in the early 
decades of the 23rd Century, the Thunder class Blockade Runner may have been a one-hit 
wonder for Ripper Industries, but it would go on to gain a reputation as a rugged and 
adaptable, yet still-affordable design that became popular with smugglers, pirates and 
even Starfleet as the years went by. 
 
 The technological revolution that ushered in the Class I Era of Federation shipbuilding 
can also be credited with the creation of the modern civilian shipbuilding industry, which in 
turn, revolutionized commerce throughout the Alpha Quadrant and beyond. 
 
 One of the numerous start-ups that sprang out of the Orion Colonies was Ripper 
Industries.  Founded by an ambitious group of entrepreneurs from Earth and the Martian 
Colonies, they set up shop in 2222 and immediately jumped into the fray.  With massive 
commercial expansion taking place, businessmen and entrepreneurs as well as smugglers, 
privateers and other shady elements sought vessels that they could use to establish 
themselves and further their own business interests.  Thus, the market during this period was 
for freighters and transports.  The rise of criminal elements as well as general astro-political 
volatility soon brought weaponry into the mix, creating a sub-industry devoted to the design 
of and integration of various disruptor, missile and torpedo systems with new and 
established designs. 
 
 Ripper’s first entry into the market was Thunder—introduced in 2228.  Its classification 
as a ‘blockade runner’ was mostly a marketing move—bringing to mind certain attributes 
such as ruggedness and speed, both of which were present in Thunder’s design.  84 meters 
in length, the hull was long and blocky, mixing in gentle curves as it tapered slightly towards 
the fore end.  Dual warp nacelles were mounted side by side dosally while two 
comparatively thin wings jutted out just below the centerline—bolstering the element of 
speed while also providing substantive benefits in the form of added warp field stability.   

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The interior was divided up into two sections.  The forward third contained the 4 
person cockpit, a head with shower, dual docking ports and a pair of basic berths (dual 
bunks set into the port and starboard bulkheads) just aft.  This section was also divided up 
into two decks, the upper deck left open for customers to outfit as they chose.  The aft two-
thirds of the ship was split between three decks and contained a small galley and 
engineering control space below, with the rest of the volume (accessible via a large cargo 
elevator platform built into the center of the floor and ladders positioned along the 
bulkheads) devoted solely to cargo storage.  A large cargo hatch was featured at the rear 
while Thunder also featured three large, built-in landing pads—1 under the nose and 2 more 
aft, just inboard from the wings. 
 
 Tactically, Thunder had the goods to back up the marketing hype—equipped with a 
pair of dual laser emplacements in the nose, flanking the navigational deflector and a 
photon missile launcher embedded dorsally, roughly midway back, while she sported a 
basic deflector shield system for protection.  The ‘A’ model, produced from its introduction 
up to 2240 sold only marginally well.  Featuring a surprisingly low introductory price despite 
its standard equipment, it was obvious that corners had been cut somewhere. That place 
was the powerplant.  Thunder’s standard OW-1 Warp Drive and OIC-4 Impulse Drive proved 
just barely adequate for propulsion, let alone powering the dearth of onboard systems. 
 
 In 2241, Ripper rectified its error by producing the Thunder-‘B’ with vastly more 
powerful OWA-2 and OID-1 Warp and Impulse Drives, while only bumping the price up 
marginally.  Sales increased slowly, but didn’t take off until 2252 when the ‘C’ model was 
introduced.  The powerplants were upgraded substantially this time, in order to handle 
quad disruptor cannons which replaced the lasers and two transporter sytems—a personnel 
system located on the upper deck of the forward section and a cargo system located 
amidships on deck two in the aft section. 
 



 Though sales volume remained steady after the introduction of the Thunder-‘C’, 
Ripper Industries had been outmaneuvered by the segment leader Orion Shipbuilding Ltd. 
with its Spectre.  Smaller and cheaper, it was marginally more versatile (being able to carry 
passengers) and produced in 4 basic models to Thunder’s 1.  Additionally, Orion 
Shipbuilding’s vastly larger production base helped them saturate the market, making it an 
uphill battle for Ripper Industries and similarly sized competitors such as Emerald Fleet 
Design.   
 
   Despite introducing a self-named Gunboat that proved vastly more profitable, Ripper 
Industries achieved only marginal profits for the bulk of its existence before being bought 
out by Rigellian Starworks in 2278.  Before the end came however, the tenacious startup 
and its rugged blockade runner achieved a measure of fame thanks to Starfleet.  In 2276, 
Starfleet Intelligence procured 3 Thunder-C’s—christening them Dixie Queen, Dixie Princess 
and Dixie Lady.  All three were taken to an undisclosed fleet base where they were 
extensively modified—their powerplants being upgraded and their photon missile systems 
removed in favor of sophisticated sensor and ECM equipment.   
 
 All three ships, with their unassuming exteriors and sophisticated interiors, were part of 
a larger intelligence gathering effort.  Codenamed Operation Dixie, the effort was classified 
to the highest levels of Starfleet—involving the three ships embarking on a 5 year 
intelligence gathering and survey mission deep inside Klingon territory.   
 
 Launched in 2280, the ‘Dixie Trio’ as they came to be known, were successful in their 
initial efforts.  However, unbeknownst to Starfleet Intelligence, they had a double agent in 
their midst.  That agent—which to this day, has never been identified or located—passed 
along mission plans and vessel profiles to the KDF, which dispatched all three ships in 2282, 
2284 and 2285 respectively. 
 
 With their destruction and Operation Dixie’s failure, the legacy of Ripper Industries 
and Thunder became lost in the resulting astro-political uproar and the sands of time—
survivng ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ examples gradually disappearing from the spacelanes in favor of 
larger, more sophisticated designs.  
 
 



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 
Cargo Capacity 

Thunder 
Blockade Runner 
 
2228-78 (est.) 
Unknown 
 
84m 
63m 
19m 
3 
 
5,000mT 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

43,825 metric tons 
 
19 (est.) 

Armament 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 

2 Dual Laser Emplacements (‘A’ only) 
2 Standard Quad Disruptor Emplacements (‘B’, ‘C’) 
1 Photon Missile Launcher 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 63,700 TerraJoules 
 
Light Duranium Single Hull 



Editor’s Annotations 
 
 
I originally intended this ship to serve two purposes—serve as the ‘Mancharan Starhopper’ made famous in the Vanguard novel series and also as the lead ship/centerpiece of my little 
plot device involving brash smuggler Zak Marris and his Solaris Cartel.  After diving deeper into the TMP era and discovering what the oft-mentioned Operation: Dixie was all about, things 
changed a bit. 
 
A perfect ship for a cocky smuggler (though a bit larger and better equipped/outfitted than the Millenium Falcon), based on what I read and the specs I found for this design, it was a bit 
too big to be the ship of Cervantes Quinn.  So, with that thought excised, I concentrated on the ship itself.  I did a civilian design before—after an all night Star Wars marathon—but that 
ship (the Spectre class Clipper) came out somewhat hollow where description and backstory were concerned in my opinion.  With Thunder, I’m pretty confident that has been rectified. 
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